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Single flux quantum (SFa) Josephson interferometer nemory cells have already

been studied experimentatty.l-2) However, thus far tested SFO memory cells have

been restricted to destructive read-out operation. A nondestructive read-out (NDRO)

SFe interferometer memory ceLL has been proposed by gena3), which is constructed

with a center-fed two-junction interferometer having unequal junction size. The

proposed NDRO operation is based on reading of the mode N=0 by a vortex-to-voltage

transition which is folLowed by a stable return to the mode N=0 after switching

off the operating currents. The current trajectory for NDRO operation should cross

the vortex mode boundary far above the critical point which defines the critical

interferometer current for a vortex-to-voltage transition. In Behars configurationt

however, the current trajectory was selected so as to cross the mode boundary having

a h.ioher 6pifineT .^i.t.4). whir:h caused the redused bit operating current margin.
---JILdf Pvrrru t wrraur

In this paper, we propose an improved NDRO-SFO lnterferometer memory cell

bringing aborrt the wide bit operating curenf margin, in which the current trajectory

for NDRO is selected so as to cross the mode boundary having a fower critical

point.4) r'o" this current trajectory, the zero field threshold current I*(O) of

the mode N=l resLricts the bit operating current to a low level in the case of the

center-fed asynunetric interferometer. To exclude this restrictionr the present

cell was constructed with the end-fed asymnetric two-juncti-on interferometerr the

equivalent circuit of which is shown in Fig.1(a)r LI;i =!fO, L=1.0 pH and Ii2/I1l=

3.3 (where ? ., = 2.07 x to-15 wu is one fhx quantum).

In Fig.tibl an" cafculated threshold curve of the present celt is shown

together wlth the critical points determined by computer simulations. The current

trajectory for the memory operation is also shown in Flg.1(b). The NDRO operation

and writing of a rfln (the mode N=0) are carried out by a vortex-to-voltage transitiont

whiLe writing of a no'r (the mode N=l ) is carried out by a vortex-to-vortex transition.

The dynamic condition for proper memory openation is important in this type

of the memory ce1l. The requirecl range of the McCumber damping Parametr p" 
=

(zf/Eo) rjcRsc2 (where r, is the maximum Josephson current' C the capacitance and

RrO the subgap tunneling resistance) was determined by computer simrlations for

100 ps rise and fal-l times of the operating currents. The obtained values of Bc

was from 25O Eo 450.

The experimental device fabricated and tested was a 2 x 2 bi-t memory cell
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array. A SEM micrograph of the cell is shomr in Fig.2. The device was fabricated

by means of 101m standard Josephson technology5) fo" 1 kA/cn? Josephson current

density. In onder to obtain B. values from 250 to 450, In-content of the base-

electrode was selected as 8 wt%, which gave the optimum subgap- to normal-- tunnelig

resistance ratio, RSC/RruU = 3-4.

Basic memory operati-on was experimentally confirmed at a 100 kHz repetition

rate. A write-read sequence with write rrlrr - fhree cycles repeated read trltr -
write nOn - three cycles repeated read nOtf is demonstrated in Fig.3, which shows

the proper write and NDRO operation. The toLerances of the operating currents

restricted by the thresholed curve weret 9%for IOra andttt% for l"o"d 
"nd

Iwrite. The operating region of IOit was ful1y effective because the bit, operating

current 1eve1 was set far above the critical point.

In conclusi.on, we have described the improved NDR0-SFO interferometer memory

cel-l-. The stabl-e NDRO operation with wide margin was successfully obtained.
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Fig.1 (a) The equivalent circuit of the
present cell. (b) The calculated threshold
curve and the computer simulated critical_
points P and P..'crcl-

Fig.2 A SEM micrograph of a fab-
ri.cated memory ce1l .

Fig.3 A write-read sequence. The

sense voltage V" (2nV/D), the con-
trol- cument I" ( nA/D) and the
bit, current Ibit(4mA/D).
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